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Abstract— In this paper, we aim to make the best joint
decision of device selection and computing and spectrum resource
allocation for optimizing federated learning (FL) performance
in distributed industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) networks.
To implement efficient FL over geographically dispersed data,
we introduce a three-layer collaborative FL architecture to
support deep neural network (DNN) training. Specifically, using
the data dispersed in IIoT devices, the industrial gateways locally
train the DNN model and the local models can be aggregated
by their associated edge servers every FL epoch or by a cloud
server every a few FL epochs for obtaining the global model.
To optimally select participating devices and allocate computing
and spectrum resources for training and transmitting the model
parameters, we formulate a stochastic optimization problem with
the objective of minimizing FL evaluating loss while satisfying
delay and long-term energy consumption requirements. Since the
objective function of the FL evaluating loss is implicit and the
energy consumption is temporally correlated, it is difficult to
solve the problem via traditional optimization methods. Thus,
we propose a “Reinforcement on Federated” (RoF) scheme,
based on deep multi-agent reinforcement learning, to solve the
problem. Specifically, the RoF scheme is executed decentralizedly
at edge servers, which can cooperatively make the optimal device
selection and resource allocation decisions. Moreover, a device
refinement subroutine is embedded into the RoF scheme to
accelerate convergence while effectively saving the on-device
energy. Simulation results demonstrate that the RoF scheme can
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facilitate efficient FL and achieve better performance compared
with state-of-the-art benchmarks.

Index Terms— Resource allocation, federated learning, indus-
trial IoT, deep multi-agent reinforcement learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the wide deployment of industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT), numerous devices are connected to the

Internet, and voluminous industrial data is generated at the
network edge [2]. As reported by Cisco, 2.4 TB data is
burst out per minute from an industrial company in 2021 [3].
Utilized tremendous data, deep learning approaches, espe-
cially deep neural networks (DNNs) can facilitate industrial
intelligence [4]. For example, a DNN model can be trained
to provide fault diagnostic services for industrial facilities.
In industrial scenarios, different factories usually generate
a huge amount of data that contains critical information,
such as the operation conditions of industrial facilities. Since
this data information generally plays a crucial role in safety
pre-warning and fault diagnostic, it is of great significance to
preserve the privacy of industrial data. Traditional centralized
training method needs to collect massive raw data from IIoT
devices, e.g., industrial gateways (IGWs), which leads to user
privacy concerns [5]. Hence, taking into account devices’
privacy-preserving requirements, the data would be better
processed locally [6]–[8].

Federated learning (FL), as an emerging distributed learn-
ing paradigm, can effectively solve the above issue [9].
Generally, FL operates over a two-layer architecture epoch-by-
epoch. In each FL epoch, DNN models are locally trained at
devices using their private dataset; and then the locally-trained
model parameters are aggregated by a centralized server to
update the global model parameters via a model aggrega-
tion algorithm, such as federated averaging (FedAvg) [10].
By running FL for multiple epochs until desired accuracy
is achieved, a well-trained DNN model can be obtained to
provide high-accuracy services. With the FL paradigm, DNN
models can be efficiently trained based on the dispersed
datasets held by devices without uploading raw data to a cen-
tralized server, thereby preserving privacy for the devices [11].

Very recently, advanced FL schemes have been widely
applied in wireless edge networks [12]–[16]. In particular,
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applying FL in IIoT can greatly improve industrial data
utilization with preserved data privacy. To this end, we focus
on facilitating efficient FL in distributed IIoT networks. Smart
factories of an industrial company are generally located in
different geographical areas. To provide services for all facto-
ries, such as intelligent fault diagnostic, the company requires
a global DNN model to achieve satisfactory performance over
the data generated by these factories. However, due to exces-
sive parameter transmission, traditional two-layer FL architec-
ture will lead to high backbone communication overhead.

Accordingly, we introduce a three-layer architecture,
i.e., device-edge-cloud, to support FL in the considered dis-
tributed scenario, in which the industrial data held by IGWs
are geographically dispersed among factories. In each epoch,
a set of IGWs need to be selected to participate in the
FL, i.e., device selection. DNN model parameters that are
locally trained at the selected IGWs are aggregated by edge
servers every FL epoch, and the edge aggregated model
parameters are transmitted to the cloud server for further
aggregation every a few FL epochs. In this way, the amount
of transmitted model parameters between the edge and the
cloud can be greatly reduced. To efficiently support local
training and parameter transmission, on-device computing and
network spectrum resources need to be judiciously allocated
for the participating devices, i.e., resource allocation. Due to
limited network resources, selecting all devices to participate
in each epoch may result in a prohibitive delay for parameter
uploading, which in turn consumes excessively high on-device
energy. Hence, device selection and resource allocation should
be jointly considered to optimize FL with satisfied delay and
energy consumption requirements.

Optimizing FL in the distributed and resource-limited IIoT
networks encounters several challenges. First, in the FL,
the optimization objective is to minimize the FL evaluating
loss, which is represented by an implicit function. The map-
ping relationship between the objective function and decision
variables cannot be characterized accurately. As such, it is
difficult to directly solve the problem via traditional opti-
mization methods. Also, the decision variables of the device
selection and resource allocation are correlated, which further
complicates decision making process. Second, the long-term
energy consumption constraint couples to device selection
and resource allocation decisions over time, and yet the
decisions have to be made without foreseeing the future net-
work dynamics. Inappropriate decision making may exhaust
the on-device energy, consequently slowing down the FL
convergence. To address the above challenges, deep reinforce-
ment learning (RL) is a feasible approach to make prophetic
decisions through capturing network dynamics [17]–[19].

In this work, we investigate how to leverage deep RL
approaches to dynamically select the participating devices
and allocate cherished spectrum and computing resources
for optimizing FL in the distributed IIoT networks. First
of all, we formulate a joint device selection and resource
allocation (JDSRA) problem with the objective of minimizing
the FL evaluating loss while satisfying the epoch delay and
energy consumption requirements. This problem cannot be
directly solved via traditional optimization methods due to

the implicit loss function of FL and the temporal correlation
of energy consumption constraint. Therefore, we propose
a multi-agent learning-based resource management scheme
to solve the formulated problem. The learning agents can
judiciously make the optimal device selection and resource
allocation decisions to efficiently support the long-term FL
process without violating the long-term energy consumption
and strict delay constraints. The maximum entropy term is
incorporated into the reward function of the learning algorithm
to effectively improve the exploration. Through training the
multi-agent algorithm centrally, the learning agents, deployed
at edge servers, can cooperatively make the optimal decisions.
Extensive simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
scheme achieves better FL performance, as compared to the
benchmarks. The main contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows:

• We introduce a three-layer collaborative FL architecture
in the distributed IIoT networks, which can facilitate
efficient FL while effectively reducing the backbone
network traffic for DNN model parameter transmission;

• We formulate JDSRA as a stochastic optimization prob-
lem to optimize FL performance while satisfying the
strict epoch delay and long-term energy consump-
tion requirements, which is then transformed into a
partially-observable Markov decision process (POMDP);

• We propose a “Reinforcement on Federated” (RoF)
scheme, based on a deep multi-agent RL algorithm and
a device refinement subroutine, to solve the POMDP.
Through decentralized execution among multiple agents,
the RoF scheme can cooperatively make the optimal
decisions and accelerate convergence.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews related works. In Section III, a three-layer
collaborative FL architecture is presented. Section IV presents
the system model, and then the problem is formulated
and transformed in Section V. Section VI proposes the
learning-based RoF scheme. Simulation results are given in
Section VII, and the concluding remarks are provided in
Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, there are several research works on FL. A line of
works focus on device selection to accelerate FL convergence.
Generally, selecting more devices in each FL epoch can
improve the convergence rate. To this end, Yang et al. [20]
aimed at maximizing the number of participating devices in
each FL epoch via exploiting superposition property of wire-
less multiple-access channels. Nevertheless, a large number
of participating devices leads to prohibitive communication
cost due to excessive parameter transmission. Wang et al. [21]
proposed a learning-based scheme to flexibly select a set
of appropriate devices, consequently speeding up FL conver-
gence. Different from the above works, our work focuses on
cooperatively selecting devices for three-layer FL architecture
via multiple learning agents. In addition, a device refinement
subroutine is adopted to obtain a refined set of selected
devices, which can ensure the FL can be completed with
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Fig. 1. The three-layer collaborative FL architecture for distributed IIoT networks.

satisfied delay and energy consumption requirements, thereby
accelerating FL convergence.

Another line of works devote to resource allocation to
facilitate efficient FL. In [11], an FL delay minimization
problem is studied in cellular networks, in which the spectrum
resource is dynamically allocated for parameter transmis-
sion. In [22], an opportunistic spectrum access scheme is
proposed to minimize the energy consumption of FL. The
above works focus on implementing FL based on a tradi-
tional two-layer architecture. Different from these works, our
paper aims to optimize FL in a distributed IIoT network,
in which the industrial data are dispersed geographically
and backbone network is congested. In such case, instead
of applying the two-layer architecture, we adopt a novel
three-layer collaborative architecture to support FL, which
can effectively reduce backbone network traffic for parameter
transmission.

Deep RL techniques hold the potential to improve resource
utilization in wireless networks via learning network dynamics
[23]–[25]. Many advanced deep RL based algorithms have
been developed to perform dynamic resource management.
In [26], a deep Q-network (DQN) based algorithm is pro-
posed to decide the devices to conduct data collection in
an unmanned aerial vehicle-assisted mobile edge network.
In [17], Chen et al. adopted a double DQN algorithm to
make computation offloading and packet scheduling decisions
in radio access networks. Peng and Shen [19] leveraged a deep
deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) based algorithm to allo-
cate spectrum resources in complex urban vehicular networks
and learn the optimal task offloading policy. Moreover, aiming
at optimizing the energy efficiency in a large-scale cognitive
radio network, Kaur and Kumar [27] proposed a multi-agent
Q-Learning based algorithm to obtain a decentralized radio
resource allocation strategy. The above works provide valuable
insights for achieving dynamic resource management in wire-
less networks. Different from the above works, we focus on
facilitating efficient FL in distributed IIoT via leveraging deep

RL approaches to judiciously allocate spectrum and computing
resources.

In our preliminary paper [1], we proposed a centralized
resource management scheme, in which a single-agent based
algorithm is designed to globally allocate network resources.
As an extension of [1], in this paper, we further propose a
decentralized learning-based algorithm to perform judicious
resource management for FL operation. In this algorithm,
each geographically distributed base station (BS) is equipped
with an edge controller that can only observe its individual
environment information and make the decision for supporting
FL independently.

III. THREE-LAYER COLLABORATIVE FL ARCHITECTURE

To implement FL in distributed IIoT networks, we consider
a three-layer collaborative FL architecture empowered with a
hierarchical aggregation algorithm [28]. As shown in Fig. 1,
the architecture is composed of the device, edge, and cloud
layers endowed with different functionalities. The descriptions
of each layer in the architecture are as follows.

• Device Layer: Energy-limited IGWs endowed with com-
puting capability are geographically distributed in smart
factories located in different cities. In each FL epoch,
DNN models are locally trained at IGWs.

• Edge Layer: Multiple BSs are deployed to provide
services for the IGWs. Each BS is equipped with an
edge server to perform edge model parameter aggrega-
tion every FL epoch. Additionally, an edge controller
deployed at each edge server can manage network
resources and coordinate FL within the coverage of the
edge server.

• Cloud Layer: A cloud server is deployed to perform
global parameter aggregation, which is used to aggregate
the updated parameters from edge servers after a few edge
model parameter aggregations.

Within the three-layer architecture, DNN model parameters
are infrequently transmitted between the edge and cloud,
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Algorithm 1 Three-Layer FL Algorithm

1 � Task initialization
2 Cloud: Initialize global DNN model parameter w0;
3 � Device selection and resource allocation
4 Obtain a refined set of participating IGWs N �

m, ∀m ∈ M;
5 for each FL epoch t ∈ R do
6 � Model parameter distribution (downlink spectrum)
7 Broadcast wm to the selected IGWs;
8 � Local model training (on-device computing)
9 for each BS m ∈M in parallel do

10 for each IGW n ∈ N �
m in parallel do

11 for each training sample d ∈ DT
m,n do

12 wm,n ← wm − λ∇f(xd, yd; wm,n);

13 � Edge aggregation (uplink spectrum)
14 if mod(t, tc) �= 0 then
15 wm ← 1/

��DE
m

���
m∈M,n∈N�

m

��DE
m,n

�� wm,n;
16 F (w) = Fe(wm);

17 � Cloud aggregation (uplink spectrum)
18 if mod(t, tc) = 0 then
19 w ← 1/

��DE
�� �

m∈M
��DE

m

��wm;
20 F (w) = Fc(w);

21 return w, F (w).

such that the backbone network traffic can be effectively
reduced.1

In this architecture, we consider a set of edge servers,
denoted byM = {1, 2, · · · , M}. Let Nm = {1, 2, · · · , |Nm|}
be the set of IGWs within the coverage of edge server m ∈ M.
Let Dm,n = {(xd, yd)}d denote the local data set held by IGW
n under edge server m, where xd and yd are the input and the
label of each sample, respectively, and d is the sample index.
Moreover, DT

m,n and DE
m,n are the training and evaluating

data sets of the IGW, respectively, where DT
m,n ∪ DE

m,n =
Dm,n. Note that the training data samples are assumed to
follow a non-independent and identical distribution (non-IID).
Similarly, DT

m and DE
m are the total training and evaluating

data sets of the participating devices covered by edge server
m, respectively, where DT

m ∪ DE
m = Dm. Notably, due to the

data privacy preserving requirement, the data samples held by
each IGW cannot be shared with others during the FL process.

The operation procedure of the FL algorithm based on
the three-layer architecture is given in Algorithm 1, which
is detailed as follows.

• Task Initialization (Lines 1-2): In the initialization stage,
a training task is initiated at the cloud server, and a
global DNN model with a set of initialized parameters
w0 is instantiated, such as a diagnostic DNN model that
is utilized to classify the health conditions of industrial
equipments.

1The proposed three-layer architecture can also work in the case that not
all the IGWs are able to connect the edge server. In such case, the locally
trained model parameters can be directly transmitted to the cloud server for
the global aggregation.

• Device Selection and Resource Allocation (Lines 3-4):
Once the training task and the global DNN model
are initiated, the edge controllers will make the device
selection and resource allocation decisions for FL epoch
t ∈ R, respectively. In specific, the decisions include:
(1) the set of IGWs that are selected to participate in the
current FL epoch; and (2) the amounts of downlink/uplink
spectrum and computing resources that are allocated to
the selected IGWs. Given the decisions, a refined device
set N �

m, ∀m ∈M can be obtained accordingly.
• Global Model Parameter Distribution (Lines 6-7): With

the refined device set N �
m, ∀m ∈ M, the global model

parameters can be distributed from the edge or cloud to
the participating IGWs.

• Local Model Training (Lines 8-12): Once the global
model parameters wm are received, the participating
IGWs will respectively perform model training on their
local datasets for one FL epoch. Here, the parameters are
updated via a stochastic gradient descend method, i.e.,

wm,n = wm − λ∇f(xd, yd; wm,n), ∀d ∈ DT
m,n, (1)

where λ is the learning rate, wm,n is the updated para-
meters of each participating IGW, and f(xd, yd; wm,n)
is the loss on each training sample of the IGWs.

• Edge Aggregation (Lines 13-16): When the local update
is completed, each edge server synchronously aggregates
model parameters from the participating IGWs at each FL
epoch, i.e., mod(t, tc) �= 0, and updates its global model
parameter via the FedAvg algorithm, namely,

wm =
1
|DE

m|
�

m∈M,n∈N�
m

��DE
m,n

�� wm,n, (2)

where
��DE

m,n

�� and
��DE

m

�� are the numbers of evaluating
samples held by each participating IGW and by the
participating IGWs of edge server m. In the next FL
epoch, the aggregated model parameters on each edge
server can be distributed to the newly participating IGWs
for further update. In such case, the evaluating loss of the
DNN model can be described as

Fe(wm) =
1
M

�
m∈M

Fm(wm), (3)

where

Fm(wm)=
1
|DE

m|
�

d∈DE
m

f(xd, yd; wm)+
μ

2
�wm�2, (4)

where f(xd, yd; wm) denotes the loss on each evaluating
sample of the participating IGWs with parameters wm

aggregated by edge server m, and μ�wm�2/2 is the
regularization term that is added to prevent parameter
overfitting, and μ is the regularization coefficient.

• Cloud Aggregation (Lines 17-20): The cloud server aggre-
gates model parameters from edge servers every tc FL
epochs, i.e., when mod(t, tc) = 0, and updates the global
model via the FedAvg algorithm, i.e.,

w =
1
|DE |

�
m∈M

��DE
m

��wm. (5)
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The evaluating loss is given by

Fc(w) =
1
|D|

�
d∈D

f(xd, yd; w) +
μ

2
�w�2, (6)

where f(xd, yd; w) represents the evaluating loss on
each evaluating sample of the participating IGWs with
parameters w aggregated by the cloud server, and |D|
denotes the total number of evaluating samples held by
all participating IGWs in the current FL epoch.

Note that when the connection between an IGW and the
corresponding edge server is established, the IGW can send
its information, including the number of training samples held
by the IGW, to the edge server, and then such information is
further reported to the centralized node (i.e., the cloud server).
As such, the cloud server can have the information of the
numbers of training samples held by distributed IGWs.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present the FL delay and energy con-
sumption models. Then, the FL evaluating loss is defined to
measure the FL performance.

A. FL Delay Model

As previously mentioned, the FL process operates epoch-
by-epoch. To facilitate efficient FL, each epoch is constrained
by a delay requirement T max, and the total delay of each
IGW during the FL operation is constrained by a budget T max

m,n .
In specific, the delay for FL includes three parts, which are
defined as follows.

1) Delay of Global Model Distribution: In FL epoch t,
a certain number of IGWs needs to be selected to participate
in the FL. Let om,n,t ∈ {0, 1} , ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm be
the binary decision variable of device selection. Specifically,
if om,n,t equals 1, IGW n under edge server m is then selected,
otherwise 0. We adopt orthogonal frequency allocation to
support model parameter distribution and aggregation, which
are operated with the available bandwidth B↓ (downlink) and
B↑ (uplink), respectively. Here, the underlying assumption is
that we do not consider other traffic loads in the considered
scenario. This assumption is widely adopted in performance
analysis of FL frameworks [8].

Thus, the downlink spectrum efficiency for edge server
m is given by γ↓

m,n,t = log2

�
1 + pm,t|gm,n,t|2/σ2

�
, ∀m ∈

M, n ∈ Nm, where pm,t is the transmission power, |gm,n,t|2 is
the channel gain between edge server m and IGW n, and σ2 is
the Gaussian noise power [29]. A fraction ξ↓m,n,t of bandwidth
B↓ is allocated to IGW n from edge server m. Here, we have
0 ≤ ξ↓m,n,t ≤ 1, and

�
m∈M,n∈Nm

om,n,tξ
↓
m,n,t = 1. Note

that this paper focuses on the spectrum allocation among IIoT
devices, i.e., what percentage of resources should be allocated
to an IIoT device. As such, we adopt a fractional bandwidth
model. Hence, the downlink transmission rate of edge server m
for IGW n is R↓

m,n,t = ξ↓m,n,tB
↓γ↓

m,n,t, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm.
When distributing model parameters to IGW n, the trans-

mission delay d↓m,n,t can be calculated based on the following
two cases: (1) d↓m,n,t = Sg/R↓

m,n,t + Sg/Rc, when the global

model parameters are distributed from the cloud server, where
Sg (in bits) is the data size of the global DNN model parameter
and Rc represents the backhaul transmission rate between the
cloud and the edge; and (2) d↓m,n,t = Sg/R↓

m,n,t, when the
aggregated model parameters are distributed from edge servers
to its covered IGWs.

With the orthogonal frequency allocation mechanism,
the delay for distributing model parameters is determined by
the slowest one, namely,

T ↓
t,com = max

m∈M,n∈Nm

d↓m,n,t, (7)

where max{·} is the function to return the largest value.
2) Delay of Local Model Training: In the considered IIoT

networks, the distributed IGWs are endowed with a cer-
tain on-device computing capabilities, denoted by f (central
processing unit (CPU) cycles per second). The IGW’s com-
puting resource should be judiciously allocated to ensure that
local model training can be completed within the strict delay
threshold. Let ηm,n,t be the decision variable of the fraction
of computing resource the IGW used in FL epoch t, where
0 ≤ ηm,n,t ≤ 1. Thus, the delay for local model training can
be given by

τm,n,t =
a

��DT
m,n

��
ηm,n,tf

, ∀m ∈M, n ∈ Nm, (8)

where a is the number of CPU cycles required for processing
per bit data, and

��DT
m,n

�� is the size of training set held by each
participating device. For different FL models, parameter a is
set accordingly to reflect the effect of the adopted models on
the training delay and energy consumption. Similarly, the delay
for local model training is determined by the slowest one, i.e.,

Tt,cmp = max
m∈M,n∈Nm

τm,n,t. (9)

3) Delay of Model Parameter Uploading: Similar to the
model parameter distribution, the uplink spectrum efficiency
for parameter aggregation can be expressed as γ↑

m,n,t =
log2

�
1 + pm,n,t|gm,n,t|2/σ2

�
, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm, where

pm,n,t is the transmission power from IGW n to edge server
m [30]. Let ξ↑m,n,t(0 ≤ ξ↑m,n,t ≤ 1) denotes a decision
variable of the fraction of uplink bandwidth B↑ allocated
to IGW n, where

�
m∈M,n∈Nm

om,n,tξ
↑
m,n,t = 1. Hence,

the uplink transmission rate can be described as R↑
m,n,t =

ξ↑m,n,tB
↑γ↑

m,n,t, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm. The transmission delay
d↑m,n,t of uploading DNN model parameters from IGW n to
edge server m also has two cases: (1) for the edge aggregation,
the updated model parameters of IGWs need to be aggregated
by the correlated edge server, and d↑m,n,t = Sl/R↑

m,n,t; and (2)
for the cloud aggregation, d↑m,n,t = Sl/R↑

m,n,t +Sl/Rc. Here,
Sl (in bits) is the parameter size of the local DNN model. Since
the model parameter size is the same during the FL operation,
we have Sl = Sg. In addition, DNN model parameters are
infrequently transmitted between the edge and the cloud, thus
we assume the backhaul transmission rates Rc in uplink and
downlink are the same. Due to the synchronous aggregation
mechanism, the delay for distributing model parameters is
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determined by the slowest IGW, i.e.,

T ↑
t,com = max

m∈M,n∈Nm

d↑m,n,t. (10)

Taking T ↓
t,com, Tt,cmp, and T ↑

t,com into consideration,
the total delay for each FL epoch can be given by

Tt = T ↓
t,com + Tt,cmp + T ↑

t,com. (11)

In addition, given the model parameter distribution, local
training, and parameter uploading delays, the cumulative FL
delay of each IGW is described as

Tm,n,t = Tm,n,t−1 + d↓m,n,t + τm,n,t + d↑m,n,t, (12)

which is used to calculate the remaining time of FL, and thus
affecting whether the IGWs can participate in the subsequent
FL epochs. Here, Tm,n,t−1 denotes the cumulative FL delay
of each IGW until epoch t− 1.

B. Energy Consumption Model

In the long-term FL process, IGWs are constrained by their
own energy capacity Emax

m,n , which should be satisfied if the
IGW is selected to participate in the FL. In specific, the energy
consumption for FL includes two parts, which are calculated
as follows, respectively.

1) Energy Consumption of Parameter Uploading: In the
model parameter uploading stage, the energy consumption of
IGW n covered by edge server m is given by

Ecom
m,n,t = pm,n,td

↑
m,n,t, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm. (13)

2) Energy Consumption of Local Training: Performing local
model training at IGWs also consumes energy, which is
affected by the allocated computing resource of the participat-
ing IGWs and the computing workload of the local training
process. Hence, the energy consumption of local training at
each IGW can be given by

Ecmp
m,n,t =

κ

2
a

��DT
m,n

�� (ηm,n,tf)2, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm, (14)

where κ is the effective capacitance coefficient of the comput-
ing chipset of IGWs [28].

Taking the above two parts into consideration, the cumula-
tive energy consumption can be calculated by

Em,n,t =Em,n,t−1+Ecom
m,n,t+Ecmp

m,n,t, ∀m ∈M, n ∈ Nm,

(15)

which is utilized to calculate the remaining energy resource
of IGWs, and hence evaluating whether the IGWs satisfy the
long-term energy consumption requirements. Here, Em,n,t−1

denotes the cumulative energy consumption of each IGW until
epoch t− 1.

C. FL Evaluating Loss

In the considered architecture, FL operates epoch-by-epoch
with the selected IGWs, which can satisfy the FL epoch delay
requirement T max, time budget T max

m,n , and energy consump-
tion constraint Emax

m,n . The iteration process aims to obtain the
optimal model parameters w∗ that can minimize the evaluating

loss on the evaluating datasets of the participating IGWs.
To optimize FL under both the edge and cloud aggregation
cases, the FL evaluating loss can be defined as

F (w) =

�
Fe(wm), if mod(t, tc) �= 0;
Fc(w), otherwise.

(16)

If mod(t, tc) �= 0, edge servers aggregate the covered
model parameters from the participating IGWs, respectively,
and obtain the evaluating loss Fe(wm) with the aggregated
parameters wm, ∀m ∈M; otherwise, the cloud server aggre-
gates the model parameters from edge servers and obtains the
evaluating loss Fc(w) with the global parameters w.

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND TRANSFORMATION

In this section, we formulate an optimization problem
to manage the spectrum and computing resources and then
transform the formulated problem into a POMDP.

A. Problem Formulation

As previously described, the FL evaluating loss F (w) is
used to optimize the performance in the FL process. Thus,
to minimize F (w) over the aggregated model parameters
and IGWs’ private datasets while satisfying the FL epoch
delay, time budget, and IGWs’ long-term energy consumption
requirements, we formulate the problem as follows:

P0 : min
o,ξ↓, ξ↑, η

F (w)

s.t. Em,n,t ≤ Emax
m,n , ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm, t ∈ R,

(17a)

Tm,n,t ≤ T max
m,n , ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm, t ∈ R,

(17b)

Tt ≤ T max, ∀t ∈ R,

(17c)

om,n,t ∈ {0, 1} , ∀m ∈M, n ∈ Nm, t ∈ R,

(17d)�
m∈M,n∈Nm

om,n,tξ
↓
m,n,t = 1, 0 ≤ ξ↓m,n,t ≤ 1,

(17e)�
m∈M,n∈Nm

om,n,tξ
↑
m,n,t = 1, 0 ≤ ξ↑m,n,t ≤ 1,

(17f)

0 ≤ ηm,n,t ≤ 1, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm, t ∈ R,

(17g)

where o = {om,n,t}∀m∈M,n∈Nm , ξ↓ = {ξ↓m,n,t}∀m∈M,n∈Nm ,
ξ↑ = {ξ↑m,n,t}∀m∈M,n∈Nm, and η = {ηm,n,t}∀m∈M,n∈Nm .
With these decisions, the model parameters w are optimized
in the local model training stage via optimization meth-
ods, such as the stochastic gradient decent method [31].
Constraints (17a), (17b), and (17c) ensure the cumulative
energy consumption and time, and FL epoch delay can be
restricted within Emax

m,n , T max
m,n , and T max, respectively.

Note that although a synchronous mechanism is adopted
to aggregate the distributed model parameters, the cumulative
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delay for each IGW is different since the IGWs would go to
sleep after the stage of parameter distribution, local training,
or parameter uploading. Thus, the practical service delay in
each epoch is different during the FL operation, and the con-
straint (17b) ensures the cumulative delay for each IGW can
be restricted within T max

m,n . In addition, inappropriate resource
allocation decisions may lead to a large delay for parame-
ter distribution, local training, and parameter uploading, and
therefore reducing the effectiveness of the FL operation. Thus,
the constraint (17c) is adopted to ensure the epoch delay
can be restricted within T max. Constraint (17d) indicates
whether the corresponding IGW is selected to participate in
FL epoch t. Constraints (17e)-(17g) guarantee the available
bandwidth B↓ and B↑, and on-device computing resource f
can be judiciously allocated.

Through solving the formulated loss minimization problem,
FL performance can be efficiently optimized in the considered
distributed IIoT networks with satisfied multiple requirements.
However, there are some challenges in solving the problem.

• The objective function of problem P0 is implicit and
constraint (17a) is temporally correlated, which prevent
traditional optimization methods to solve the problem.
Due to the strict delay requirement of FL epochs, problem
P0 should be solved with a low latency.

• Problem P0 is a mix-integer nonlinear optimization prob-
lem, which contains both discrete and continuous deci-
sion variables. Also, the considered decision variables
are correlated with each other, which further complicates
decision making process.

The device selection and resource allocation aim at minimiz-
ing the long-term evaluating loss, which can be reformulated
as a Markov decision process. To obtain the optimal solu-
tion, deep RL is an effective approach endowed with strong
representation capabilities, which can effectively solve the
resource optimization problem with mixed decision variables
and temporally correlated constraints [32], [33]. However,
single-agent based deep RL algorithms generally require a
global controller to collect all the state information from
distributed IGWs and observe the entire network environment,
which incurs backbone signaling overhead. To address the
issue, a deep multi-agent RL algorithm should be adopted,
in which each edge controller acts as an agent to cooperatively
learn a dynamic resource management policy and solve the
problem.

B. Problem Transformation

To optimize FL in the distributed IIoT networks, we first
transform the formulated problem P0 into a POMDP for M
agents [34]. In the considered distributed scenario, the edge
controllers are modelled as the edge agents, respectively.
Each edge agent can observe the state information from their
individual environment. For the transformed POMDP, the edge
agents can capture the dynamics, i.e., the remaining energy
resource of IGWs, from the environment to learn their optimal
policies {π∗

θm
}∀m∈M parameterized by θm. The policies can

accurately map a set of states {sm,t}∀m∈M to a set of actions
{am,t}∀m∈M, which is evaluated by the reward function

{rm,t}∀m∈M. The state, action, and reward can be defined
as follows.

1) State: In FL epoch t, each edge agent collects the state
information from their individual environment, which indicates
the remaining FL time and energy of IGWs. Namely,

sm,t = {T r
m,n,t, E

r
m,n,t}, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm, (18)

where T r
m,n,t = T max

m,n − Tm,n,t−1 and Er
m,n,t = Emax

m,n −
Em,n,t−1.

2) Action: According to the observed individual environment
states, the edge agents cooperatively make decisions to select
the IGWs to participate in the current FL epoch, and allo-
cate the downlink/uplink spectrum and on-device computing
resources for supporting the FL, i.e.,

am,t ={om,n,t, ξ
↓
m,n,t, ξ

↑
m,n,t, ηm,n,t}, ∀m ∈M, n∈Nm.

(19)

Each action element is reshaped into a range of [0, 1]. Note
that only when om,n,t equals 1, the IGW then can use the
allocated spectrum and computing resources to support FL,
such that constraints (17d)-(17g) can be satisfied.

3) Reward: Once the action am,t of edge agent m has been
determined based on the observed individual state sm,t. The
agent will obtain a reward to evaluate the quality of the action.
To minimize the FL evaluating loss, the reward function of the
multi-agent learning algorithm then can be defined as

rm,t =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−Fe(wm), if mod(t, tc) �= 0,

−Fc(w), if mod(t, tc) = 0,

−U, if no aggregation,

(20)

where Fe(wm) and Fc(w) are the FL evaluating losses of
DNN models after the edge and cloud aggregations, respec-
tively. Considering the agents are cooperatively performing the
FL operation, Fe(wm) and Fc(w) are set as the rewards for
each agent in these two aggregation cases. Note that Fe(wm)
is obtained by a mean value of Fm(wm) that is defined in
Eq. (4). An edge at the edge can obtain the mean loss via
the following steps. First, the loss value Fm(wm) evaluated
at the edge servers is transmitted to a cloud server. Second,
the mean loss, Fe(wm) = 1

M

�
m∈M Fm(wm), is calculated

by the cloud server. Third, Fe(wm) is broadcasted to each
edge server, which is used as the reward of the edge agent. In
addition, U is a penalty factor, which should take a relatively
large value to penalize the decisions that cannot aggregate any
model parameters within constraints (17a)-(17c) in each FL
epoch. In particular, the minus before the above three terms
is mainly used to transform the original loss minimization
problem into a reward maximization problem.

In the POMDP, each agent m aims at maximizing its
own cumulative discounted reward with the optimal device
selection and resource allocation policy π∗

θm
. As such, P0

can be reformulated as multiple distributed optimization sub-
problems, i.e.,

Pm,1 : max
πθm

E

� ∞�
δ=0

γδrm,t+δ|πθm , sm,t, am,t



s.t. (17a)− (17g), (21a)
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the proposed MASAC-based resource management algorithm.

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor. Due to the cooperative
relationship among the edge agents, sub-problems Pm,1(∀m ∈
M) are correlated with each other.

VI. ROF: A MULTI-AGENT SCHEME FOR EFFICIENT FL
Taking into account the correlation among sub-problems

Pm,1(∀m ∈ M), which should be jointly solved to achieve
the same goal, i.e., reward maximization. Moreover, due to
the mix-integer decision variables, instead of value-based
RL algorithms, we adopt a policy gradient-based algorithm,
i.e., soft actor-critic (SAC) [35], for each agent to address its
POMDP with more robust learning performance.

In this section, we propose the RoF scheme, based on
a multi-agent SAC (MASAC)-based resource management
algorithm and a device refinement subroutine, to cooperatively
solve the modelled POMDP for M edge agents. As illus-
trated in Fig. 2, the proposed MASAC-based algorithm that
combines the SAC algorithm with a cooperative multi-agent
RL framework [36], is presented. In the following, we first
introduce the SAC and multi-agent RL framework, and then
present the MASAC and the device refinement subroutine in
detail, followed by the computational complexity analysis of
the MASAC.

A. SAC and Multi-Agent RL Framework

SAC Algorithm: As shown in the right part of Fig. 2,
each edge agent is based on the SAC algorithm. In the
SAC, three main components are incorporated to enhance
the performance: (1) entropy maximization, (2) “actor-critic”
network architecture, and (3) off-policy formulation, which are
detailed as follows.

1) Maximum entropy is considered to effectively enhance
the learning stability and exploration, which aims to maxi-
mize both the cumulative discounted reward and the expected
entropy of the policy simultaneously. With this maximum
entropy objective, the stochasticity of the agent’s policy can be
greatly improved while enabling more possible optimal deci-
sions to be explored. As such, the reformulated sub-problems
Pm,1(∀m ∈M) can be rewritten as

Pm,2 : max
πθm

E

� ∞�
δ=0

γδ (rm,t+δ + αmH (πθm(·|sm,t)))



s.t. (17a)− (17g), (22a)

Fig. 3. Actor and critic network structures of MASAC.

where H (·) is the entropy term, and αm is a weight that
controls the relative importance of both terms.

2) Actor-critic architecture of each edge agent is composed
of an actor network, a pair of evaluation critic networks, and
a pair of target critic networks. The actor makes decisions
am,t with its own policy πθm

. The critics calculate a pair
of Q-values for evaluating the policy, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 3, the actor and the critics are endowed with a
four-layer fully-connected neural network (FCNN), respec-
tively. Some tricks are used in both networks to improve the
effectiveness of the algorithm. For the actor network, the input
(i.e., individual states of each agent) should be normalized
to avoid overfitting. In the output layer, decision elements
should also be addressed via discretization or normalization
methods, to satisfy the mixed decision variable constraints. For
the critic networks, the input (i.e., action-state pairs) should
also be normalized to contribute to better Q-value estimation.
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Note that the target critics have the same structures as the
evaluation critics.

3) The off-policy formulation is adopted to improve the
sample efficiency, which is based on an experience replay
technique. Specifically, an experience replay pool Kr endowed
with a certain memory capacity is deployed. In the sampling
stage, the experiences of all the agents are stored into the Kr.
In the training stage, the agents randomly sample a batch of
experiences from Kr to train the network parameters in an
off-policy manner, such that the sampled experiences can be
effectively utilized to achieve convergence.

Multi-Agent RL Framework: According to the left part of
Fig. 2, the edge agents operate at the corresponding edge
controllers, respectively. Each agent can only observe the local
information from its individual environment, and the decisions
made by the agent are insensible to the others.

We adopt the mechanism of centralized training while
decentralized execution [36], as illustrated in the central part of
Fig. 2. The mechanism allows the policies to utilize additional
information to simplify training process, on condition that this
information is not utilized at execution stage. In the centralized
training stage, except for the local information, additional
information, including the states and actions of all the agents,
is also available to each other. Specifically, the actor network
of the edge agent captures the environment dynamics only
from its own observed local state information, and then makes
decisions for the individual environment. The critic network
requires the action-state pairs of all the edge agents to generate
the Q-values for evaluating the decisions. In the decentralized
execution stage, the network parameters of the actor and the
critics no longer need to be updated. Thus, only the local
state information is required for the actor of each edge agent,
the JDSRA decisions then can be obtained independently
without being aware of other agents’ state information.

Remark: Once well trained, the RL algorithm is deployed
to make online decisions for the three-layer FL architecture,
which is an inference process. The energy consumption of
inference process of the proposed RL algorithm is very low
since the adopted neural network has shallow layers, we there-
fore neglect the energy consumption consumed by the RL
algorithm.

B. MASAC-Based Algorithm
In the following, we illustrate the learning procedure of the

MASAC in detail, which is presented in Algorithm 2.
1) Initialization (Line 1): At the beginning of the centralized

training stage, the parameters of the actor and critic networks
of the edge agents are initialized, which will be updated in
terms of the learning step. In addition, an experience replay
pool Kr is instantiated.

2) Experience Sampling (Lines 6-9): The experience of
the edge agents is denoted by a multi-dimensional tuple of
the selected action, state transition, and feedback reward,
i.e., {sm,t, am,t, rm,t, s�m,t}∀m∈M, which is obtained via the
following steps. First, the edge agents observe the local
state information {sm,t}∀m∈M from their individual envi-
ronments, respectively. Second, the actors of the agents

Algorithm 2 MASAC-Based Algorithm for the JDSRA
Input: Remaining energy and time of all the IGWs

{T r
m,n,t, E

r
m,n,t}∀m∈M,n∈Nm ;

Output: JDSRA decision at ={o, ξ↓, ξ↑, η};
1 Initialize actor, evaluation critic, and target critic

networks with weights θm, φm,1, φm,2, φ�
m,1, and φ�

m,2

for each agent m ∈M, and experience replay pool Kr;
2 for each episode do
3 Receive initial state s1 = {sm,1}∀m∈M;
4 for FL epoch t ∈ R do
5 for each agent do
6 � Experience sampling
7 Obtain decision am,t with policy πθm

(sm,t);
8 Execute decision am,t, and obtain reward rm,t

by Algorithm 1 and next state s�m,t;
9 Store {sm,t, am,t, rm,t, s�m,t} into Kr and

replace the oldest experiences in Kr;
10 � Parameter updating
11 Randomly sample a minibatch of Kb

experiences {sk
m,t, ak

m,t, rk
m,t, s�km,t} from Kr;

12 Set the target Q-value yk
m,t by Eq. (24);

13 Update φm,1 and φm,2 by minimizing the loss
function in Eq. (23);

14 Update θm via the policy gradient in Eq. (28);
15 Adjust αm via the gradient obtained by

Eq. (29);

16 Update target networks for the agents by Eq. (30);
17 Obtain cooperative decision at = {am,t}∀m∈M.

independently make the decisions {am,t}∀m∈M with their
own policy {πθm

}∀m∈M according to the local informa-
tion. Here, am,t = {om,t, ξ

↓
m,t, ξ

↑
m,t, ηm,t} represents the

JDSRA decisions made by edge agent m for optimizing FL
under the correlated BS. Then, the agents obtain the reward
{rm,t}∀m∈M, and individual environments evolve to the next
state {s�m,t}∀m∈M. Finally, the formulated transition tuple
{sm,t, am,t, rm,t, s�m,t}∀m∈M is stored in the Kr for algorithm
parameter updating.

3) FCNN Parameter Updating (Lines 10-17): In this
stage, the edge agents are coordinated, and the algorithm
alternates between collecting experience from all the indi-
vidual environments with the current agents’ policies and
updating the FCNNs based on the batch of Kb transitions
{sk

m,t, ak
m,t, rk

m,t, s�km,t}∀m∈M sampled from the Kr. For edge
agent m, the detailed update procedure is given as follows.

Firstly, the parameters φm,v, ∀v ∈ {1, 2} of the evaluation
critic networks are independently updated via minimizing the
loss function L(φm,v), which is given by

L(φm,v)

=
1

2Kb

Kb�
k=1

( min
v=1,2

Qρm,v
(sk

t , ak
1,t, · · · , ak

M,t)− yk
m,t)

2,

(23)
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where

yk
m,t = rk

m,t + γ( min
v=1,2

Qρ�
m,v

(s�kt , a�k1,t, · · · , a�kM,t)

− αm log(πθm(a�k
1,t, · · · , a�kM,t|s�kt ))) (24)

denotes the target Q-value. Here, sk
t = {sk

m,t}∀m∈M and
s�kt = {s�km,t}∀m∈M are the current and the next state
sets of all the agents, log(·) is the function to return the
actions’ entropy value, and Qρm,v

(·) and Qρ�
m,v

(·) are the
state-action Q-values calculated by the evaluation and target
critic networks. Note that two critics with parameters φm,v

and φ�
m,v, ∀v ∈ {1, 2} are deployed in both the evaluation

and target networks, respectively, to alleviate positive bias in
policy improvement. More importantly, only the minimum of
these two Q-values is used for the loss calculation. As such,
the stochastic gradient can be obtained for updating the
parameter of the critic networks, i.e.,

∇ρm,v
L(φm) = ∇ρm,v

Qρm,v
(sk

t , ak
1,t, · · · , ak

M,t)

·(Qρm,v
(sk

t , ak
1,t, · · · , ak

M,t)

−(rk
m,t + γ(Qρ�

m,v
(s�kt , a�k

1,t, · · · , a�kM,t)

−αm log(πθm(a�k
1,t, · · · , a�k

M,t|s�kt ))))). (25)

Secondly, the actor network is updated via policy gradient
methods, and the objective function is defined as

J(θm) = −Es�∼Kb
[Ea�∼πθm

[ min
v=1,2

Qρ�
m,v

(s�kt , a�k
1,t, · · · , a�k

M,t)

−αm log(πθm
(a�k

1,t, · · · , a�kM,t|s�kt ))]]. (26)

Here, the policy is reparameterized via an FCNN denoted
by gθm

(
t; sm,t), in which an input noise 
t is added to obtain
a lower variance estimation. Hence, Eq. (26) can be rewritten
as

J(θm) = −Es�∼Kb,�t∼πθm
[ min
v=1,2

Qρ�
m,v

(s�kt , gθm
(
t; sk

t ))

−αm log(πθm
(gθm

(
t; sk
t )|s�kt ))], (27)

where 
t is sampled from a Gaussian distribution. Thus,
the gradient of the policy can be calculated, i.e.,

∇θm
J(θm) = ∇θm

αm log(πθm
(ak

1,t, · · · , ak
M,t|sk

t ))

+(∇am,t
αm log(πθm

(ak
1,t, · · · , ak

M,t|sk
t ))

−∇am,tQ(sk
t , ak

1,t, · · · , ak
M,t))∇θmgθm(
t; sk

t ).
(28)

Thirdly, instead of choosing the weight αm manually,
an FCNN is adopted to automate the weight set for the
maximum entropy objective. The gradients of αm can be
computed by the following objective, i.e.,

J(αm) = Eat∼πθm

�−αm log(πθm
(ak

t |sk
t ))− αmH �� , (29)

where ak
t = {ak

m,t}∀m∈M is the decision set of all the agents,
and H � is the value of target entropy.

Finally, to stabilize the learning process, the parameters
φ�

m,v of target critic networks are updated from the evaluation
critics’ parameters φm,v via a soft-updating method, i.e.,

φ�
m,v = τφm,v + (1 − τ)φ�

m,v, ∀v ∈ {1, 2}, (30)

where τ ∈ (0, 1) is the update factor.

Algorithm 3 Device Refinement Subroutine

Input: Decision {o, ξ↓, ξ↑, η} obtained by Algorithm 2;
Output: Refined participating device set N �

m;
1 Select an initial set of Nm, ∀m ∈M IGWs for each

edge server with device selection decision o;
2 Allocate downlink ξ↓ and uplink ξ↑ spectrum and

on-device computing η resources for the selected IGWs;
3 Calculate the remaining energy Er

m,n,t and time budget
T r

m,n,t, and FL epoch delay Tt;
4 Set N �

m = ∅;
5 for each BS m ∈ M do
6 for each IGW n ∈ Nm do
7 if Er

m,n,t ≤ Emax
m,n , T r

m,n,t ≤ T max
m,n , and Tt ≤ T max

then
8 N �

m ← N �
m ∪ {(m, n)}.

C. Device Refinement Subroutine

In each FL epoch, Algorithm 2 generates the JDSRA deci-
sions to support the FL operation. Based on these decisions,
a refinement subroutine is adopted to obtain a refined partici-
pating device set that can complete the FL with satisfied energy
and delay requirements, thereby accelerating FL convergence.
The subroutine is operated as the following steps.

1) Remaining On-Device Resource Calculation (Lines 1-4):
After obtaining the JDSRA decisions, the edge controllers can
select an initial set ofNm, ∀m ∈M IGWs to participate in the
FL with the allocated spectrum and computing resources. And
then, the remaining on-device energy and IGWs’ time budget
can be calculated, which are consumed by the FL parameter
transmission and local model training.

2) Participating Device Set Refinement (Lines 5-8): With the
above calculations, the edge controllers can evaluate whether
the selected IGWs are able to complete the FL while satisfying
the strict requirements. Only when the IGWs can satisfy the
above requirement, the system would allow these IGWs to
participate in the FL. Thus, a refined set of participating IGWs
N �

m, ∀m ∈M can be obtained to optimize FL.
With this subroutine, the on-device energy consumption and

time budget can be effectively reduced to accelerate conver-
gence in the distributed and resource-limited IIoT networks.

D. Computational Complexity Analysis

As described before, the MASAC algorithm contains M
edge agents. Each agent is endowed with one actor network,
four critic networks, and one αm weight networks. Each
of them is represented by an FCNN, as shown in Fig. 3.
Generally, the computational complexity of an FCNN is K =
O(

�
x(2Ix−1)Ix+1) [37], where x ∈ [0, L] denotes the layer

index and Ix represents the neuron number of hidden layers.
According to the different input-output structures, there are
three cases for the above networks. Specifically,

1) For actor networks, I1 = 2|Nm|, ∀m ∈ M is the
dimension of the corresponding individual environment states,
and IL = 4|Nm| is the decision dimension of edge agent m;
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2) For critic networks, I1 = (2 + 4)
�

m |Nm| is the
dimension of total states and decisions. Here, the total states
are composed of all the individual states observed by the
agents of dimension 2

�
m |Nm|. The decisions include device

selection variable, and uplink/downlink spectrum and comput-
ing resource allocation variables with dimension 4

�
m |Nm|.

Note that the output of the critic network is an estimated
Q-value with dimension 1, and thus IL = 1;

3) For αm weight networks, the network scale is very small,
and thus the computational complexity can be neglected.

In summary, there are 5×M FCNNs should be considered
in the MASAC, thus the total computational complexity of the
algorithm is 5×M ×K .

Moreover, the proposed RoF scheme can reduce signaling
overhead. During the FL operation, the central controller
deployed at the cloud server collects the network state infor-
mation from IGWs in each epoch. In the single-agent RoF
scheme, the state information has to be sent to the central
controller. In the RoF scheme, the state information only needs
to be sent to the edge controllers that are deployed at edge
servers. That is, compared with the single-agent RoF scheme,
the RoF scheme can effectively reduce the signaling overhead
of reporting all the state information to the cloud server.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, simulations are conducted to evaluate the
proposed RoF scheme for optimizing FL in the distributed
IIoT networks.

A. Experimental Setup

We consider three smart factories operating in different
cities, respectively, and 30 IGWs are distributed in each
factory that is covered by a BS unless specified. The
channel gain in IIoT networks is modeled by PL(dB) =
−128.1 − 37.6log10(l), where l denotes the transmission
distance between the BS and the covered IGWs [38]. We adopt
Raspberry Pi 4B as an IGW [39]. The effective capacitance
is set to be 2× 10−28, and the number of CPU cycles to
execute one training sample is set to be 20 cycles/bit [28].
For the MASAC algorithm, the actor and the critics of each
edge agent are with [128, 256, 128, 120] and [1024, 512, 256,
1] neurons, respectively. Note that each agent employs the
same actor and critic network architecture. Other important
simulation parameters are listed in Table I.

For the FL, we design a convolutional neural network
(CNN)-based model [41], which includes two 5 × 5 con-
volutional layers, two fully-connected layers, and a softmax
output layer (61,366 total trainable model parameters), to per-
form classification tasks (i.e., fault diagnostic). In addition,
the learning rate and batch size of the CNN model are set to be
2.5×10−3 and 64, respectively. The regularization coefficient
is set to be 5×10−5. In this simulation, the CNN is trained to
perform fault diagnostic task, and thus the loss function can
be expressed as

f(xd, yd; w) =
Z�

z=0

p(yd = z)Ex|yd=z[log ŷd], (31)

TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS [35], [40]

Fig. 4. Two classes of samples in AWE dataset. These two samples are
collected from rolling bearings of industrial facilities. “Normal” means the
bearing stays in a health condition, and “Fault-1” means the bearing operates
under a fault condition with 3 mm severity degree.

where Z is the number of health condition classes, yd is the
true label, and ŷd is the predicted label [21].

The data size of model parameters Sg is 240 KB. In addi-
tion, the CNN model is trained on the AWE dataset,2 which
is a vibration-based industrial sensor dataset contains six
health condition classes of industrial facilities [42]. In our
simulations, the number of data samples in the AWE dataset is
23,436, and the ratio between the training set and evaluating
set is 9:1. Each sample contains 1,024 sampling points. Fig. 4
shows two raw samples of the AWE dataset, which are
collected from the “Normal” and “Fault-1” health conditions,
respectively. In the considered scenario, FL is operated in a
non-IID setting, in which each IGW only holds a few classes
of samples. To achieve this, we sort the samples by the class
label, partition them into 180 blocks with the same size, and
assign 2 blocks to each IGW [10].

To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme,
the following benchmarks are compared.

• Single-Agent RoF (SARoF): In this scheme, we assume
a central controller is deployed at the cloud server and
acts as the agent to centrally select participating IGWs
and manage the spectrum and computing resources for
the FL. In the SARoF, the hidden layers of the actor
network are with [256, 512, 384, 360] neurons, and the
critic networks have the same structure as that of the RoF.

• The RoF Without Edge Aggregation (RoF w.o.): This
scheme is designed for a two-layer FL aggregation

2Online available. https://github.com/Intelligent-AWE/DeepHealth
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Fig. 5. FL evaluating loss and accuracy with respect to different cloud
aggregation frequencies.

architecture, in which the FL model parameters are only
aggregated by the cloud server in each FL epoch.

• Multi-Agent DDPG (MADDPG): In this scheme, the hid-
den layers of the actor networks and the critic networks
are with [180, 300] and [450, 100] neurons, respectively.
Multiple learning agents are deployed at the edge servers
to cooperatively make the JDSRA decisions via a DDPG
algorithm.

• Random Probabilistic Configuration (RPC): In this
scheme, the random policy is adopted, in which the
central controller randomly selects the IGWs and allo-
cates the spectrum and computing resources. All available
actions are selected with an equal probability.

B. Evaluation of RoF Scheme

1) Convergence Performance: We evaluate the conver-
gence performance of the three-layer collaborative FL for the
CNN-based fault diagnostic model. During the FL operation,
the cloud aggregation is performed every tc FL epochs.
As shown in Fig. 5, the CNN model trained on the AWE
dataset can achieve a low evaluating loss and a high accu-
racy over the considered three-layer collaborative architecture
within 300 FL epochs. In particular, lower FL evaluating loss
and higher accuracy can be reached if the cloud aggregation
frequency is set properly. It can be seen that the lowest
evaluating loss and the highest accuracy are respectively
obtained when the cloud aggregation frequency tc is set to
be 10. Moreover, due to the non-IID setting and the limited
on-device energy, the FL may not benefit from a large cloud
aggregation frequency. This is because on-device energy might
be exhausted before cloud aggregation, such that the model
parameters trained on these IGWs cannot be globally aggre-
gated at the cloud server, which slows down global model
convergence.

As shown in Fig. 6, the convergence performance of the
CNN-based model in terms of learning rates is evaluated.
It can be seen that the lowest evaluating loss and the highest
accuracy are respectively achieved when the learning rate is
set to be 2.5×10−3. The result indicates that a larger learning
rate may not contribute to achieve a better performance. Also,
a smaller value of learning rate can lead to a stable FL process
but is not good for achieving a lower loss, and thus may
consume more spectrum and computing resources to achieve
convergence.

To demonstrate the scalability of the proposed solution,
we evaluates the performance of the RoF scheme in terms

Fig. 6. FL evaluating loss and accuracy with respect to different learning
rates.

Fig. 7. FL evaluating loss and accuracy with respect to different device (i.e.,
the IGW) number.

of different numbers of IGWs dispersed in each factory.
As shown in Fig. 7, the CNN model can achieve a low
evaluating loss and a high accuracy within 300 FL epochs.
In particular, the achieved evaluating loss and accuracy do not
degrade much as the increase of the number of IGWs. The
result indicates that the presented RoF scheme can be extended
to dense networks with a large number of IGWs. However,
with the increasing of the number of IGWs, the decision
dimension of the RoF scheme increases, which increases the
difficulty for the optimal decision making.

2) Impact of Downlink Spectrum Resources: To demon-
strate the effectiveness of the learning-based RoF scheme,
we evaluate the average accuracy and evaluating loss of
different schemes with respect to different amounts of down-
link spectrum resources, as shown in Fig. 8. As expected,
the RoF achieves the highest average accuracy and lowest
average evaluating loss among all the schemes. Specifically,
the accuracies incurred by the learning-based schemes (i.e.,
RoF, SARoF, and RoF w.o.) increase with the growth of the
amounts of downlink spectrum resources. On the contrary,
the evaluating loss achieved by the learning-based schemes
decreases with the decrease of the amounts of downlink
spectrum resources. The accuracy achieved by the RoF is
approximately 1.8% higher than that by the SARoF scheme.
The result indicates that the RoF can achieve a higher resource
utilization and is more scalable compared with other schemes.
In addition, the RoF can increase the average accuracy by
14.6%, as compared with the RoF without edge aggregation.
This is because two-layer (i.e., device-cloud) FL architecture
leads to higher parameter transmission delay, which prevents
the cloud server from aggregating more model parameters
with the FL strict epoch delay constraint and thus against FL
performance improvement.
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Fig. 8. Average accuracy and evaluating loss comparison among different
schemes with respect to downlink spectrum resource.

Fig. 9. Average accuracy comparison among different schemes with respect
to computing capability.

3) Impact of Computing Capabilities: As shown in Fig. 9,
the average accuracy of different algorithms in terms of
on-device computing capabilities is evaluated. The result
shows that all learning-based schemes, i.e., RoF, SARoF,
MADDPG, and RoF w.o., can achieve higher accuracy than
that of RPC benchmark. This is because that learning-based
schemes make the FL models converge to a high accuracy level
via judicious computing resource allocation. In addition, with
the increase of the available computing capabilities, the aver-
age accuracies achieved by the RoF, SARoF, MADDPG, and

Fig. 10. Average aggregated model number comparison among different
schemes with respect to uplink spectrum resource.

RoF w.o. schemes increase. The underlying reason is that
the delay of local model training can be greatly reduced
with more available computing resources, thereby ensuring
the FL can be completed within strict delay requirements.
Particularly, the proposed multi-agent empowered RoF scheme
can achieve the highest average accuracy than the benchmarks.
When the amount of computing capability is 1.5 GHz, the RoF
can increase the average accuracy by 1.81%, 5.47%, and
14.56% compared with the SARoF, MADDPG, and RoF w.o.
benchmarks, respectively.

4) Impact of Uplink Spectrum Resources: Efficient uplink
spectrum resource utilization ensures the parameter aggre-
gation can be completed within the strict FL epoch delay
requirement. As shown in Fig. 10, the impact of uplink
spectrum resources on the aggregated model number of dif-
ferent schemes is evaluated. Intuitively, more IGWs’ model
parameters can be aggregated by the edge or cloud servers
when there are more available uplink spectrum resources.
More importantly, the RoF achieves the maximum average
aggregated model number among all the schemes, implying
that more aggregated model parameters can be utilized to the
optimal global FL model. In particular, when the amount of
uplink spectrum resource is 20 MHz, the RoF increases the
average number of aggregated model by 30.8% compared with
the SARoF scheme. This is because the RoF can better allocate
the uplink spectrum resources, thereby enabling the parameter
uploading to be completed with an acceptable transmission
delay. With more model parameters aggregated from the
distributed IGWs, the FL models can achieve a higher accuracy
level, as the red curve shown in Fig. 8. The result indicates
that implementing FL over more usable data can effectively
optimize the FL performance.

5) Energy Consumption and Time Analysis: As shown
in Fig. 11, the average energy consumption and time of
different algorithms in terms of uplink spectrum resource are
presented. The RoF can effectively reduce the average energy
consumption and time as compared to the SARoF scheme.
This is because the proposed RoF scheme can better utilize
uplink spectrum resources to enable FL models to be con-
verged within energy consumption and time requirements in a
decentralized resource management manner. In addition, both
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SCHEMES

Fig. 11. Average energy consumption and time of different schemes with
respect to uplink spectrum resource.

Fig. 12. Cumulative distribution functions of energy consumption and time
during the FL process.

the energy consumption and time decrease with the increase
of the amounts of available spectrum resource. Specifically,
when the amount of uplink spectrum resource is 20 MHz,
the RoF reduces the average energy consumption and time
within the FL process by approximately 14.1% and 4.6%,
respectively. The reason is that sufficient spectrum resource
enables the model parameters to be aggregated at the edge
or cloud with a shorter parameter uploading time, thereby
consuming less on-device energy for parameter uploading.
In Fig. 12, the cumulative distribution functions of the energy
consumption and time of different schemes are compared,
which shows that the RoF scheme can better guarantee the
energy consumption and time requirements.

6) Comprehensive Performance Analysis: As listed in
Table II, a comprehensive comparison is presented to demon-
strate the performance of different schemes. Overall, three
important observations can be obtained from the simulation
results. Firstly, the RoF achieves the optimal performance
over all the metrics given multiple constrained resources.

Specifically, the average accuracy of the RoF is about 84.5%,
which is higher than that of the SARoF (83.1%), RoF w.o.
(73.8%), and RPC (17.0%). The average loss of the RoF is
about 0.35, which is lower than that of the SARoF (0.42), RoF
w.o. (0.62), and RPC (1.81). Secondly, aiming at achieving fast
FL convergence, the RoF is inclined to select more IGWs to
participate in the FL. However, it is interesting to note that,
the ratio between the number of aggregated model and the
number of participating IGW for RoF is 61.4%, which is lower
than that of SARoF (69.3%). Constrained computing and
spectrum resources have significant effects on the local model
training and parameter transmission, which should be better
utilized to support the long-term FL process, thereby providing
reliable distributed learning service. Thirdly, although more
IGWs are selected by the RoF during the FL process, they
consumes less energy and time than the SARoF. The result
implies that the RoF can allocate the cherished resources in
a more judicious way, which endows more persistence to
the system. The above simulation results indicate that the
considered trade-offs should be better balanced to facilitate
efficient FL in the distributed IIoT networks.

Based on the above observations, we can claim that the
proposed RoF scheme can effectively improve the FL perfor-
mance in the distributed and resource-limited IIoT networks.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the FL performance opti-
mization problem in the distributed IIoT networks. To solve
the problem, we have proposed the RoF scheme, based
on deep multi-agent reinforcement learning, to make the
optimal device selection and resource allocation decisions in
an online manner. Simulation results based on real-world
dataset demonstrate that the proposed scheme can achieve
a high FL accuracy, while satisfying on-device energy con-
sumption requirements. The RoF scheme operates in a
distributed manner, which can effectively reduce system sig-
naling overhead of collecting network information, especially
in resource-constrained networks. For the future work, we will
study a data importance-aware device selection scheme to
optimize FL in a large-scale IIoT network.
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